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Legal Disclaimer
Some of the content of this presentation is based on the
Climate Action Reserve’s understanding of the California
Cap and Trade Regulation. As the implementation of the
Regulation is the responsibility of the California Air
Resources Board, you should be aware that anything
presented here may be interpreted or applied differently by
the Board.
Moreover, this presentation does not constitute legal
advice. Information presented here should be regarded as
guidance and does not have a legally binding effect.
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Background on the Reserve
• Chartered by California law in 2001 as the California
Climate Action Registry
– Mission is to encourage voluntary actions to reduce emissions and
to have such emissions reductions recognized

• In 2008, renamed and changed focus to creating a
North American carbon offsets program
• Accredited Offset Project Registry (OPR) for
California cap-and-trade program
• Balances business, government, and environmental
interests
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California Carbon Market:
2013-2020
Compliance
Period

Year Allowance Budget Max Offset
(mt CO2e)*
Demand (8%)

First
(narrow scope)

2013

162,800,000

2014
2015
2016
2017

159,700,000
394,500,000
382,400,000
370,400,000

2018
2019
2020

358,300,000
346,300,000
334,200,000

Second
(broad scope)
Third
(broad Scope)

26,800,000

91,784,000

83,104,000

* Source: California Air Resources Board (CARB)
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Linkage with Quebec
• Effective January 1, 2014, Quebec-issued and
California-issued offsets and allowances are completely
interchangeable
– Currently, there are no Quebec-issued offsets

• Quebec is expected to be a net buyer from
California
– More ambitious reduction target
– Quebec market is much smaller than California, so price impact
will be positive, but limited

• Next linkage? Unclear. Maybe Washington State?
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California’s Climate Action Partnerships
Ashley Conrad-Saydah
Deputy Secretary for Climate Policy
California Environmental Protection Agency
January 16, 2014
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Cap and Trade Goals
• Reduce statewide GHG emissions
– Cap and Trade covers 85% of California economy

• Balance environmental stringency and costs
– Price emissions; Utilize carbon offset credits

• Spur innovation to create a low-carbon economy
• Complement other air quality and GHG programs within
AB 32 and other agencies
• Maintain a flexible mechanism with a strict cap
• Work with other jurisdictions, either through formalized
information sharing (e.g. China) or linkage (e.g. Quebec)
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Pre-cap
progress

Expect more
progress
under the cap
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Partnerships
• Varying gradations of partnerships
– Visits from other jurisdictions
– U.S. offsets accepted
– Collaborative work (research, information sharing)
– Formal Memoranda of Understanding
– Full program linkage
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Quebec Linkage
LINKING TIMELINE
2006
September 2006 AB 32 -- Global Warming Solutions Act

2007
February 2007

Western Climate Initiative: The Western Climate Initiative (WCI) is a collaboration of
independent jurisdictions working together to identify, evaluate, and implement
emissions trading policies to tackle climate change at a regional level.

2008
WCI Program Design Recommendations: The Western Climate Initiative (WCI) jurisdictions
September 2008 recommend a design for a broad cap-and-trade program as part of a comprehensive
regional effort to reduce emissions of global warming pollution.
Scoping Plan: This Scoping Plan, developed by ARB in coordination with the Climate Action
December 2008 Team (CAT), proposes a comprehensive set of actions designed to reduce overall
greenhouse gas emissions in California.

2010
July 2010

WCI Detailed Program Design: WCI roadmap to inform the WCI Partner jurisdictions in
their development of implementing regulations for a comprehensive regional cap-andtrade program.

2011
WCI, Inc. Created: Western Climate Initiative, Inc. (WCI, Inc.) is a non-profit corporation
formed to provide administrative and technical services to support the implementation of
state and provincial greenhouse gas emissions trading programs.
December 2011 California Cap-and-Trade Program: Final regulatory order for the California program.
October 2011
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2012
May 2012

WCI, Inc. Executive Director: Executive Director retained for WCI, Inc.
SB 1018 signed by the Governor: Requires Governor to issue findings prior to linking
programs. Requires additional oversight of WCI, Inc., including two non-voting, ex officio
June 2012
members of the WCI, Inc. Board representing the Legislature.
California Allowance Auction: First auction of California emission allowances in November
November 2012
2012. Subsequent auctions held quarterly.
December 2012 Quebec Cap-and-Trade Program: Final regulations for Quebec program.
WCI, Inc. Board Meeting: Annual WCI, Inc. Board meeting with new California directors
December 2012
defined by SB 1018.

2013
Governor's Findings: Governor issues findings that linking to the Quebec program satisfies
April 2013
the requirements of SB 1018. Directs ARB to report by November 1, 2013 on readiness to
link.
Board Adopts Linkage Regulation: The Board adopts regulations to link the California
April 2013
program with the Quebec program.
September 2013 SB 726 signed by the Governor: Requires additional oversight of WCI, Inc.
California Linkage Regulation: Final regulations for linking to the Quebec program
October 2013
becomes effective.
Readiness Report: Report to the Governor due on readiness for program linking with
November 2013
Quebec.
Quebec Allowance Auction: First auction of Quebec emission allowances planned for
December 2013
December 2013. Subsequent auctions to be held quarterly.

2014
January 2014

Program Linkage: Linkage of California and Quebec programs planned to take effect.
Practice Joint Auction: Practice joint auction of California and Quebec allowances to test
Spring 2014
procedures and systems.
Spring/Summer First Joint Auction: First joint auction of California and Quebec allowances. Subsequent
2014
auctions to be held quarterly.
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Moving forward
• Progress at sub-national level
– UNFCCC Conference of the Parties

• Federal action on existing and new power
plants
• Potential for international climate agreement
• Iterative reductions result in cumulative,
worldwide benefits
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QUEBEC ’S CAP AND TRADE
Jean Nolet

ÉcoRessources Inc. Services
Offset Project Development

Carbon Management

Carbon Finance

Policy Analysis and Training
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1. Reduction target for Quebec 2020 target:
‐ 20% compared to 1990 levels
93

88

83

Émissions réelles

87.1
84.4

82.5

83.8

Émissions en 1990 avec l'électricité importée

Projection si aucun effort n'est entrepris après
2012

78.8

Projection pour atteindre la cible fédérale de ‐
17 % en 2020 par rapport à 2005

78

Projection pour atteindre la cible québécoise

73
71.5

69.7

Émissions correspondant à l'atteinte de la cible
du Protocole de Kyoto de ‐ 6 % par rapport à
1990 en 2012

68
1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020
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2. How do Qc and CA compare?
California: 0 %
Quebec: ‐ 20 %

450 Mt

Emissions in 2010
82 Mt

427 Mt

70 Mt
-5%
- 15 %
2020 Target
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3. Different emission profiles…
Quebec:
• Power generation: 95% from hydro
• Only few low hanging fruits in Quebec
• High emission reduction costs
Québec

Californie

Emission profiles in 2009

Industry

Power
generation

Transportation

Domestic,
commercial and
institutional

Agriculture

Solid waste
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4. Limited demand over short‐term in Quebec
• Industrial sector
– Main supply from free allocation
– Currently no carbon market activity
– We expect slow future activities:
• Small demand satisfied through auctions
• No speculative position
• Banking if allowance allocation excess

• Fuel distributors
–
–
–
–
–
–

No free allocation
No yearly true‐up like in California
Fears about supply and price volatility
Seeking certainty
No speculative position (not their business)
Some interest in offsets
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5. Offsets: what is the state of affairs?
• Protocols are designed and published by the
Ministry of Environment
• Quebec Ministry is in charge of the registration
• No revocation risks
– Gouvernment places 3% of offset credits from each project
into the Environmental Integrity Fund

• 3 protocols in Quebec :
– Livestock manure management
– Landfill gas
– Ozone Depletion Substances (ODS)
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6. Quebec likely to generate very few offsets
• Livestock manure management
–
–
–
–

Within Quebec’s borders
Many small producers
Many other barriers to biodigestion (business culture, technical barriers)
Offset price will not be high enough on the short‐term to cover the transaction
costs

• Landfill
–
–
–
–

Within Quebec’s borders
The vast majority are already under legislation to flare (no additionality)
Only a few small landfills will be eligible
Offset price will not be high enough over the short‐term to cover transaction
costs

• Ozone Depletion Substances (ODS)
– Within Canada’s borders
– Only foam ODS accepted
– ODS from refrigerant not recognized (not yet?)
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7. Overall… Little market activity in Quebec
• Few buyers in Quebec
– Few large emitters
– Free allocation has been generous

• Little movement on the market so far
–
–
–
–

No yearly true‐up like in California
Signal of oversupply in CA‐QC market
Few speculators on the market
Very limited offset potential

• No sense of urgency to move
– Wait‐and‐see attitude
– 2014 may be different as CFOs will have had to value
allowances and first auction will have been held
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8. And a very small offset market in Quebec
• Apparently no interest in government to support offsets
• Too few protocols, limited to Quebec (except for ODS)
and in sectors of activity with low potential
• High cost of reduction projects
• No support for aggregation structures
– E.g. no possibility of sampling to reduce costs of verification

• Signals that the market will be oversupplied are not
encouraging
• Despite no revocation risk, very little offset activity in
Quebec
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9. Quebec last auction
• Quebec organized its first auction on December
3rd, 2013
• Only 1/3 of 2013 allowances and 1/4 of 2016
were sold
• Settlement price = floor price = 10,75$
• ÉcoRessources’ view
– Not representative at all of future auctions
– Not worrying for the viability of the carbon market
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10. Next auctions
• First auction of 2014 will be held March 4th
• Will not be organized jointly
• Volume – Roughly what was sold at the last
auction:
– 2014 allowances: 1 049 111 units
– 2017 allowances: 1527 000 units

• Price floor: 11,39$ CAD
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11. Next auctions
• Starting with the second auction of 2014 (in June),
all auctions should be organized jointly by California
and Quebec
– Quebec and California participants will take part to the
same auction
– Quebec and California allowances will be mixed,
indistinguishable and sold together. For example, within a
lot of 1,000 emission units, there will be 90% allowances
from Quebec and 10% from California.
– Joint auction reserve price will be the highest floor price
considering exchange rate
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12. Linkage impacts – perceptions from Quebec
• Quebec’s target is more ambitious
• Quebec has less emission reduction potential
• California is a much bigger market
Price should rise slightly in California with the linkage
Quebec entities should buy allowances and credits from
Californian market: liquidity transfer from Quebec to
California
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Jean Nolet
President
ÉcoRessources Inc.
jean.nolet@ecoressources.com
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